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PROCRASTINATION 
KEEPS YOU SMALL!
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*CLEAN UP CLUTTER IN YOUR LIFE – EMOTIONAL CLEANSE
I don’t know about you but I love to spring clean my house a couple of times a year. I find that
when my house or work environment is cluttered my mind is also cluttered. After a massive
clean up and to say goodbye to what no longer serves me, I feel AMAZING!

*Have a garage sale, giveaway clothes and belongings that have been stuffed in your
cupboard for year’s -give items to a charity like Life Line- it feels good to give to others. If you
make a little pocket money from your garage sale, why not spend the money on something
that’s just for you like coaching sessions, books or a mini retreat. It’s great to reward yourself
after completion of an achievement. When you complete a project and give your all, why not
celebrate YOU.

I don’t know if you are aware or know about Feng Shui, it is the ancient Chinese art of 
placement. According dummies.com understanding ‘The Principles Of Feng Shui’ takes the
approach that your surroundings affect not just your level of material comfort but also your 
physical and mental health, your relationships, and your worldly success. 
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SELF-CARE NON-NEGOTIABLE 
PRACTICE.  

ORGANISATION IS KEY!
WORKSHEET CHECK LIST 

*CREATE A CALANDER
This exercise is all about being organised to book out self-care time for you. In todays world 
we all seem to be very busy and many of us feel ‘stressed’, burnt out and don’t have time to 
do the things we love. In order to create NON-NEGOTIABLE time, I find from my own 
experience that I have to be organised. And one-way I go about achieving SELF-time, is to 
schedule ‘ME’ time in my calendar.

SELF-CARE REMINDERS: IPhone, computer, diary, journal somewhere where you are 
reminded that this time is your precious time and no one else! 

By completing this task thoroughly you will be ready for next week. Week 3 is about your 
SELF-CARE SHOPPING LIST! So whilst you are decluttering your home and maybe
even your workspace, think about some personal items, you could use, to decorate your 
special space. 



*CREATE YOUR OWN HOME SANTURAY.
HEART FELT, SPACE. In The Comfort Of Your Own Home.

I like to surround myself with pretty and motivational items that inspire me and they don’t 
have to be expensive items! For example I love my daughters artwork and I’m currently 
working on a project to hang Roses artwork around the house. 

What space/s in your own place could you create your own sanctuary? And how will you 
make it a relaxing and cosy space for you?

Look around the house and see where you could create a cosy and relaxing ambiance. 
Lighting around house? Perhaps look at placing a few lamps around the house.
I know space is hard to find especially city living, but your space doesn’t have to be big. 
Choose an area where you feel centred and calm. It might be a comfy chair placed near the 
window to soak up the warmth on a cold winters day. 
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